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Presentation design:  
“Pecha Kucha”  
UAlg 




















• change in attitude 
• wonderfully creative 
• unconventional way   
  “to do PowerPoint” 
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5 min, 1997 
Mark J. Dominus 
20 slides x 15 sec 
5 min, 2006 










going deep  
is difficult 
not necessary to use the method 




  use Pecha Kucha in the classroom 
 
What is best? 
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  45 min typical 
  PowerPoint presentation 
  6 min 40 sec presentation 












Design is about people creating  
solutions that help or improve  
the lives of other people 
 
Design is not an art although  
there is art in it 
 
Garr Reynolds 
Presentation Design  
is the proper arrangement in  
space and time of images,  































one main                per slide 
1. seven    …  
2. lines    … 
3. of     … 
4. text     …  
5. maximum  … 
6. per     … 
7. slide    … 
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Wires not harnessed to prevent  
contact with housing 
Short circuit to ground created  
where wire contacted housing 
In summary, the detector failed because of a short-
















3 rule of 
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3 rule of 
3 rule of source:  Reynolds 2008 
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contrast simply means difference 
 
        Manipulation     of     space 
    Color choices 
      Text selection 
                    Positioning of elements 
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make elements cleary different,  
not just slightly different 
Make it huge or make it tiny 
     Make it  
HUGE       
                         or make it  
            tiny 
big 4 
repetition 
reusing of the same or similar 









nothing in a slide design is random 
 
every element is connected  
via an invisible line 
big 4 
proximity 
moving things closer or farther 




Make everything as  
simple as possible  
but no simpler 
this presentation is 
















University of Algarve 
School of Technology  
Center for Marine and Environmental Research 
Are mudflats really flat? 
A tale of shapes and blooms 
in a temperate tidal lagoon 
Ria Formosa, south Portugal 
January 2001 
 
Ulvales “bloom” started  
in November 2000 
September 2001 
 
Next Ulvales “bloom” 













































“Uncommon” Ulvales dynamic 


































































































































Systems with low herbivory 
(“top-down control”) 
 
Primary production is mainly controlled by 
  
nutrients availability 






Lagoon of Venice and North Europe coastal zones 
 







































Some systems have high nutrient concentrations  
in the water column 
(Lagoon of Venice and North Europe coastal zones) 
 
But other systems have low nutrient concentrations  
in the water column 
(Ria Formosa) 
 
Determine sediment nutrients 






































l st l yer   
c     c  J   b    p   y  J   l  ug  ep 
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Chl a 1ª camada
Mudflat 
Concave section 
ct  v  c    eb  r  pr  ay    Jul  Au   Sep 
Ulvales 
Chl a 1st layer   


































Chl a 1ª camada
c     c  J   b    p   y  J   l  ug  ep 
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Observed biomass vs Simulated biomass 
Regressão modelo II + ANOVA  
sim = 0,586 obs - 1,075;   p < 0,005;   n = 11;   r2 = 0,604 
 
Correlação de Spearman 
r = 0,863;   p < 0,001;   n = 11 












     Days      
Model II regression  AN VA 











10 years of work 
in  
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